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Abstract

Digital computer networks are playing an increasingly important role in the evaluation, distribution, integration, and management of EDA systems. Tools, libraries, design data, and a variety of both design and manufacturing services are accessible today via networks. Networks are also playing a central role in the integration of system design teams, teams that involve a variety of both business and technical disciplines as well as widely distributed geographical locations. Throughout the history of EDA, the architectures used to integrate and distribute computation and interaction have played a central role in the overall design methodology and so have had a major, indirect impact on the choice of the most effective tools, algorithms, and data structures. In this paper, a number of the factors involved in the choice of a suitable architecture for EDA integration are reviewed and a number of ongoing developments and challenges are presented.

1. Introduction

From the very earliest days of Electronic Design Automation (EDA) more than thirty years ago, the particular computing infrastructure available to chip designers, EDA tool developers, and EDA system integrators has played a key role in determining overall chip design methodology. In so doing, it has also played a major role in establishing the resulting tool architectures and algorithms used to implement design systems.

By computing infrastructure we mean all of the general-purpose facilities, both hardware and software, used by EDA professionals and designers to do their job. Today, these include operating systems, storage systems, programming languages and development environments, user interaction technologies in both hardware and software, and, of course, computer networks.

Over the past three decades, there have been a number of significant changes in computer infrastructure and every change has brought with it a significant change in research emphasis as well as to the EDA industry. Computer-Aided Design (CAD) programs were originally designed for batch-input, line printer output (e.g., Spice[1]), and formed the basis of the CAD tool industry. With the advent of multitasking operating systems and direct inter-program communication (e.g., Multics[2], Unix[3]), along with "personal minicomputers" (i.e., workstations), the concept of the software tool was introduced to electronic system design and the EDA industry was established in the early 1980s. We have seen the impact of similar changes in user interaction technologies. For example, symbolic layout entry moved from character-based CRT approaches[4], to stick diagrams on vector displays[5], to today's raster fill abstractions (e.g., [6,7]). In each case, the layout methodology that could be expressed by the display hardware and associated software ultimately determined the layout data structure and most suitable compaction algorithm.

This infrastructure is always evolving and at certain times the changes are so profound that they have an almost revolutionary impact on EDA. We believe that the explosive growth in the development of wide-area network infrastructure over the past few years and into the next century, especially the Internet, along with significant developments in user interaction hardware and software (e.g., high-performance video and 3D graphics technologies) can fuel another evolution in the way EDA systems are organized and so how the industry itself is structured. We say "can" rather than "will" because history has demonstrated that the ultimate outcome of such a change is also a function of where industry and government choose to spend their research and development dollars. The way in which the EDA, semiconductor, and chip design industries are organized and relate to one another will find another "fixed-point" in the future--the changes are already apparent. However, the particular form of that structure and its overall technical as well as business efficiency will be a very strong product of the attention the industry pays to the rapid changes in infrastructure occurring around it and...
how it chooses to invest in taking advantage of these developments.

We envisage the entire EDA community organized as a single, integrated, distributed environment that is continually evolving and adapting, much as the basic Internet infrastructure is organized today. Groups may choose to publish or protect particular aspects of their work but the overall community is fully integrated at the service layer, facilitating a tight coupling among EDA vendors, their customers, and research communities throughout the world. With appropriate investments in basic engineering and EDA software services, EDA users should be able to construct their own "virtual" EDA systems that couple tools, libraries, design and validation services as well as manufacturing, component acquisition, and product distribution, from internal developments, other companies, universities, and individuals throughout the world. Globally-distributed product creation teams consisting of hundreds or perhaps thousands of professionals from many different organizations and disciplines, from engineering to marketing and sales, should be able to collaborate closely on complex design tasks and bring new products to market quickly and reliably.

One way of organizing the major aspects of network and visualization technologies are shown in Figure 1.
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**Fig 1: Major Aspects of an Integration Architecture**

New visualization hardware, including both input as well as output technologies, and associated software support can deliver significant advances in our ability to visualize complex data sets and their evolution (A) as well as aid in the management of collaborative work distributed over geographic space as well as time (B). However, it is the network and communication architecture that will play the most fundamental role in determining the overall organization of the electronics industry and so we have chosen this aspect as the emphasis of this paper. It is the most fundamental building-block upon which the design, analysis, and service tools are layered, as well as the necessary design coordination and workflow management systems.

Innovation in the application of the network in EDA, for commercial as well as university research and instruction, is occurring at a very high pace today. For that reason, we have not attempted to record all of the ongoing activities in the area but rather focus on a number of specific architectural issues central to sustaining broad development and growth in the community. Where appropriate, we reference representative work in an area but are not able to refer to all of the excellent ongoing activities, especially on the client side, due to space limitations.

In Section 2, the main requirements of a distributed service infrastructure are defined and a number of architectural approaches to meeting these requirements are reviewed in Section 3. Selected examples of services that are under development today and would benefit from such an infrastructure are presented in Section 4.

## 2. Network Services

As mentioned earlier, many of the basic ideas behind the transformation of a traditional operating system to an infrastructure of computing services were introduced in the Multics project[2], an inspiration for the later Unix developments at Bell laboratories. Unfortunately, that project was hampered significantly by the lack of a reliable high-speed networking infrastructure. As is already apparent in EDA, network-based applications are becoming significantly more popular than their stand-alone desktop counterparts as they are a lot easier to maintain (e.g. for version management, service, use tracking for planning purposes, and platform management). In addition, queuing theory demonstrates that centralized (virtual) serving of application cycles is more efficient in both cost and utilization than a collection of smaller servers, where desktop systems represent the degenerate case of one "server" per user. These arguments are part of the thrust for the adoption of Network Computers[8].

Unfortunately, network-based services remain very difficult to deploy and maintain. Network services can experience a wide range of loads, with very high burst requirements at times, and there are a number of very challenging system design issues that must be overcome in order to maintain a high response time, constant availability, and meet capacity requirements. Such services must be able to adapt well to an ever-evolving environment with an increasingly varied client population (in terms of software, hardware, and network connectivity). Because of the potentially slow connectivity to clients and lengthy delivery times, coupled with the potentially long transaction times encountered in EDA applications, such services must be
able to handle hundreds of outstanding tasks simultaneously.

If our vision of a single, integrated EDA community is to be achieved, the following challenges must be met:

- **Scalability:** Network services must support exponential growth in the number of users (service providers as well as designers) and servers (tool, information, data storage, etc.)

- **Availability:** Access must be uninterrupted and any service degradation due to catastrophic failure in the infrastructure should be "graceful" and its impact limited in scope.

- **Adaptability:** Users, services, and servers will be added and removed incrementally. The infrastructure must be able to adapt automatically to such changes without the need to maintain a consistent global state for all users.

- **Robustness:** Any failure which may result in loss of data or other aspects of design state must be recoverable efficiently and incrementally. No failure should be able to compromise the security of information stored in the network or in transit.

- **Cost effectiveness:** All of the above attributes must be achieved cost effectively and such that any economies of scale in the network can be exploited efficiently.

In the early part of this decade, EDA systems were built upon a framework model that could be characterized as shown in Figure 2[34].

![Fig. 2: EDA Framework Model][34]

Opening system services were abstracted as supporting **user interaction**, **process services**, **local storage**, or **network services**. These facilities were then grouped into those that supported **process management** and those that supported **physical data management**, including distributed data management on a network. This underlying classification of services is well-suited to a multitasking process/communication model as presented by traditional Unix systems for example, and as used extensively for EDA systems integration today. Other services, usually specialized in some way for the peculiarities of the EDA problem, are shown at the next layer. These include the services related to advanced user interface, design versioning and configuration management, and EDA data representation semantics. Applications, whether design tools, project management applications, or users themselves, can apply these facilities to implement their particular task.

When the network is viewed as the central aspect of an overall EDA integration architecture, the major change to this model is that the local distinction between process, network, and secondary storage services is eliminated. All of these services can be considered simply as different aspects of the abstraction of services provided via the network.

The two basic components of such a modern distributed architecture are then the computational nodes, often referred to today as clients, servers, or peers, depending on their respective responsibilities in the overall system, and the interconnection network. For the purposes of this analysis, we define the service layer as representing all the facilities used to link these two worlds, as illustrated in Figure 3. For simplicity, we will use the term client here to represent any user of the network: human, tool, and information or manufacturing service and assume that most of the more EDA-specific other services referred to above are provided as part of a client Applications Programming Interface (API).

![Fig. 3: The Service Layer][34]

The different architectural approaches under development for implementing the infrastructure needed to meet the requirements outlined above can be seen as different approaches to the implementation of this service layer.
2.1 Design Transaction Management

The traditional transactional database world is primarily concerned with the ACID properties (atomicity, consistency, isolation, and durability)[9], essentially providing strong semantics but at very high cost and implementation complexity. As pointed out in [10], ACID makes no guarantee regarding availability and an ACID service would rather be unavailable than relax the ACID constraints.

In the EDA world, there are almost always a very complex set of dependencies to manage: among a design and its sub-components, different views of the design, analysis and synthesis tools, design services, and human collaborators in the design and manufacturing process.

On the other hand, at a number of points in the design process, it is more important to maintain high availability and low latency access to information than to ensure strong consistency or durability of the data. Approximate answers, based on stale information[11] or incomplete soft state[12], that are delivered quickly may be more valuable than precise data delivered more slowly or requiring some form of transitive closure across the entire design state. The semantics resulting from these requirements have been referred to as BASE[10]-Basically Available, Soft State, Eventual Consistency, and we will use this definition here. There is a strong analogy between the application-level needs of BASE systems and the traditional requirements of implementing high-performance software on "bad" multiprocessors (i.e. processors where remote memory access latencies are significantly longer--often orders of magnitude longer--than cache miss latencies on a uniprocessor)[13].

In the presence of a potentially unreliable and unpredictable network fabric like that of the Internet, any successful EDA service layer will require both ACID and BASE component services. As distinct from the traditional Web-based services of today, where the balance is very much in the direction of BASE requirements, the implementation of distributed design and manufacturing will require a more intimate relationship between these two worlds, both of which are undergoing significant research and development (e.g. [14-21]).

In a Client-Service-Network (CSN) approach, illustrated in Figure 2, the particular characteristics of the service layer in its implementation of both ACID and BASE modes of operation is likely to be application dependent (task domain dependent). Therefore, the design challenge is finding an architecture that can address as broad a range of EDA requirements as possible. The service layer can be thought of as providing a client API for the delivery of abstract datatypes (of all types, from video services to software programs and data components) to and from the client. A key requirement of such a standard API is that the abstract datatype handlers implemented in the service layer not change very rapidly over time since such changes are likely to affect many clients. There are generally two approaches in use today to deal with the evolution of such datatypes—either provide plug-in datatype support to facilitate evolution of the interface or try to be sure the datatypes served are as application-independent as possible. For example, selecting standard MPEG2 for all video services, no matter what the particular application, would be such an approach. In either case, there is no ideal solution and the mechanisms used to implement the interfaces must be selected with evolution in mind.

3. A Proxy-Based Approach

If the service layer is viewed as the interface between clients and the network as mentioned above, it can also be seen as the client's agent, or proxy, in negotiations among the various players involved in the EDA virtual network. As such, it plays the important role of orthogonalizing the local needs of the client (user, service, tool, information store, etc.) from the network infrastructure. Such an approach is illustrated schematically in Figure 4.

Fig. 4: A Proxy-Based Distributed Architecture

Proxies can implement many roles on the client side in such an architecture. They can play the role of the conventional legacy tool "wrapper"[34] by hiding a custom interface for a particular tool or class of tools on the client side, presenting instead the generic system interface. They can also be used for data distillation[18] or datatype transcoding to provide a better match between the needs of a particular client (a user on a low-speed mobile link, for example) and the virtual server infrastructure the client is using. Finally, proxies can of course play their most common role in use today, that of data hiding and security management.
On the network side, each proxy shares the same view of the world. The negotiations for services and service quality among proxies must demonstrate high availability, security, and reasonable performance for both ACID as well as BASE operations. It is via the network interface that the system must meet its goals of scalability, availability, robustness, and adaptability. This is also an area under active research and one which lends itself to many modern innovations. For example, in the WELD project[42], we are exploring the use of probabilistic learning, based on Bayesian reasoning[40] as an approach to managing aspects of the adaptability and robustness concerns. The implementation of an efficient BASE technology would suggest the use of caching techniques to improve overall system performance. However, significant issues remain in the implementation of effective ACID behavior when distributed caches are implemented in the face of a potentially unreliable physical network link layer. This is a topic of active research as well.

Some approaches that have been suggested for maintaining consistency in the distributed data network include the use of separate "control" and "data" distribution. In one approach, the use of a broadcast mechanism, such as the MBONE[45] has been suggested for control-state management (e.g. "who has the master copy of a dataset?") while data-sets or programs themselves are shipped around via unicast point-to-point mechanisms[43].

Modern VLSI designs consist of working sets approaching 4 gigabytes of data today and designs in the future will require considerably larger working sets, unless the EDA industry finds truly effective ways of implementing partitioned design (via the exploitation of regularity or hierarchy). However, no matter what approach is used, working-set size will remain large if the performance of modern computers and computer clusters is to be exploited effectively. Network performance is increasing significantly in most organizations but there is likely to remain the need to move the tool to the data at times rather than move the data to the tool. One of the clients envisioned in the distributed network described above can be seen as a data repository, requesting service from tools as they migrate around the network. While not yet capable of handling practical EDA tasks, much of the architecture and technology needed to implement such a model has been developed (e.g. [24]).

One interesting architectural approach to these issues is the use of clusters of commodity workstations interconnected by a very high-speed local network [10]. In this approach, service-independent software architectures for managing partial failures and administering large clusters of machines remains a challenge.

A simplified view of the major components of a proxy that might be used in this architecture is shown in Figure 5.

![Fig 5: Schematic Diagram of an EDA Proxy](image)

In this approach, all proxies in the EDA network would be relatively simple and architecturally identical. On the client side, different API's are used to extend the interface for human, tool, data/processor cluster, or service use. On the network side, the API's implement the various criteria associated with network reliability, availability, and security outlined earlier. The proxy would be provided with a number of abstract datatype handlers as plugins, would store client-specific information locally in a profile, and would implement a cache. Some experimental systems have been implemented which register the client for interaction with other clients in the network and which implement a "heartbeat" scheme for periodically checking the reliability of communication links [25]. These schemes could be extended to provide an adaptable network fabric that adjusts automatically to problems with computer or network reliability issues.

4. Other Services

As mentioned earlier, it would be impossible to do justice here to all of the ongoing research and development in data visualization, collaboration, and work flow management that involve the network and that have a relationship to EDA. Rather, in the space available we reference a number of the key resources and highlight some important directions for the future.

Once a network infrastructure has been selected, a variety of approaches can be taken to implement client-oriented services, such as data manipulation and querying (e.g. [14-17]), visualization for design and collaboration (e.g. [31-32]), work flow management (e.g. [22, 25-27, 36]), and library and part management (e.g. [28-30]).

Much of the distributed tool flow and collaboration work to date has been implemented under the X-Windows architecture or more recently, using Tcl/Tk[37]. An excellent review of these projects and extensive references can be found in [22]. More recent developments utilize the Java programming environment and JavaBeans[44] and a number of efforts are investigating the application of CORBA[46] as well.
From an EDA on the network perspective, the REUBEN system[22] features user-defined and reconfigurable execution sequences by creating dependency edges between program nodes (application icons) and file nodes (data icons), data-dependent execution sequences by dynamic scheduling of path as well as loop executions, and host-transparency as to the location of applications and data (both can reside on any host with a unique IP address). The system is presently written in Tcl and makes use of popular protocols such as telnet and ftp. There are a number of commercial systems available that already tackle specific aspects of the distributed workflow management task for EDA (e.g.[27-30]).

CREW. The Collaboratory for Research on Electronic Work at the University of Michigan[31], focuses on the design of new organizations and the technologies of voice, data, and video communication that make them possible. The site contains an comprehensive set of online references to work on collaboration at many different levels.

Another major project that involves the application of visualization technologies to collaboration is DARPA's Intelligent Collaboration & Visualization (IC&V) program[32] is chartered to enable teams, consisting of individuals with specific roles, and teams of teams to collaborate more effectively through distributed information systems that encode relevant knowledge, expertise, and semantics and that permit multiple, sharable views of common collaborative information spaces. Their Web site contains a number of efforts that could eventually be very useful in the EDA world.

5. Summary

Computing infrastructure will continue to play a much larger role in determining overall EDA tool integration strategies, approaches to data visualization and collaboration, and even the most effective choice of algorithms for tools, than most EDA professionals realize.

With the appropriate investments in research and development over the next few years, we can expect to see significant developments in the service layer, as described here. These developments will enable transparent distributed EDA systems that are reliable and secure and that enable distributed collaborative design. Associated developments in visualization technologies, both for data and to support collaboration, are likely to make such environments both efficient and effective for the design and transfer to manufacturing of electronic systems.

Eventually, the operating system as we know it will cease to exist as many of the facilities we describe here migrate closer to the underlying hardware. Recent advances in operating systems and networking both demonstrate this trend and provide the technical underpinnings for another step forward. In particular, work in distributed file systems (e.g. [39]) has succeeded in providing efficient location-transparent access to data. For a glimpse into one possible future here, see [33,38].

No matter what direction we head, it is clear that electronic system design is poised to benefit early from these revolutionary developments in the use of distributed computing infrastructure. The EDA systems in use a decade from now will bear virtually no resemblance to the systems in use today.
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